2021-22 SCTA Scholarship Recipients
If not for YOUR contributions, this would not be possible!!! Thank you!

**Frank Tofell Memorial Scholarship - $2500**

**Alayzah Martin**
Luther Burbank

**Bob Priestley Memorial Scholarship - $750**

**Roque Busto**
Luther Burbank

**SCTA Scholarship (4) - $2000**

**Kiaya Batkin**
Kc Cannon

**Livian Hui**
C.K. McClatchy

**Cesar Sanchez Mata**
C.K. McClatchy

**Reagan Mar**
C.K. McClatchy

**SCTA Most Improved (4) - $2000**

**Nick Yang**
Luther Burbank

**Ruby Verran**
The Met

**Shane Singh**
Rosemont

**Andrew Garcia-Cobarruvias**
C.K. McClatchy

**SCTA Book Awards (12) - $500**

**Candice Lieu**
Hiram Johnson

**Bryce Takaha**
John F. Kennedy

**Megan Muchowski**
C.K. McClatchy

**Robelyn Felices**
Rosemont

**Vivian Zalunardo**
C.K. McClatchy

**Mariana Reyes**
Hiram Johnson

**Mayelli Munoz**
C.K. McClatchy

**Trisha Catris-Salonga**
West Campus

**Adina Aaron**
West Campus

**Geneva Bell**
West Campus

Thank you to our volunteer readers: Sandy Olson, Hasan McWhorter, Stacey Willett, Pamela Phillips, Kara Synhorst, Marcie Amparo, Alma Lepe-Santana and the Scholarship Committee Chairs: Angelia Brye-Jones and Nafeesah Young.